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€715,000 House / Villa - For sale

VILLA LA MARMOTA. Lovely villa in excellent condition with stunning sea views for
sale in Platja d'Aro
Spain » Costa Brava » Platja d'Aro » 17250
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OVERVIEW

VILLA LA MARMOTA. Spectacular rustic-style south-facing
villa with stunning sea views, with 3 bedrooms and 3
bathrooms, very close to the Mas Nou golf course.
This spectacular south-facing rustic-style villa is for sale on the Costa Brava, in a
quiet residential area in Platja d'Aro. It enjoys incredible views of the sea and the
coast.
The villa is just 3 km from the beach and the town of Platja d'Aro, with its exclusive
shops and its wide variety of restaurants and bars. The prestigious marina of Platja
d'Aro is just 4 km away and the nearest golf course, Mas Nou, is 3 km from the house.
The house was built in 1981 and renovated in 2012. It offers 2 floors: on the top floor
(accessed from the street) are the three bedrooms, all with their own renovated
bathrooms and access to terraces overlooking the sea; while on the ground floor are
the living room with access to the garden and the porch, the fully equipped kitchen
with access to the porch and the barbecue area, the pantry, the laundry room and a
guest toilet.
The house has oil-fired heating and a garage with direct access to the house.
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lucasfox.com/go/pda20048
Mountain views, Sea views, Garden,
Terrace, Private garage, Natural light,
Parking, Air conditioning, Alarm, Balcony,
Barbecue, Built-in wardrobes,
Chill out area, Double glazing,
Equipped Kitchen, Exterior, Fireplace,
Heating, Renovated, Storage room,
Transport nearby, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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